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Key points

Reduced profile width: 50 mm

Pressure-cast aluminium joints 
adapted for sprinkler fitting (FM 

approved) and/or services

Coplanar fitting of absolute filters, 
capping panel and ceiling light

Pivoting system for FFU seat without 
anchorage accessories

The gRiD-HT system has been designed for the construction 

of false ceilings of clean Rooms corresponding to the most 

recent and severe construction techniques, or rather the most 

demanding conditions dictated for environments with the strictest 

cleanliness classes (up to iso 3).

The unique design of the profile and cross joint structure allow for 

constructing both dry or wet tightness false ceilings, with positive 

or negative plenum:  the capping panels, ceiling lights, ffU, etc. 

are fitted or removed from inside the cleanroom.

The cross joint system and the absence of any accessory system 

for support, fixing and/or anchorage of components inserted 

into the grid allow for rapid fitting and removal and for easy re-

arrangement if the layout must be modified.

cleanrooms for the microelectronic, electronic, optical, 

mechanical, aerospace and Pharmaceutical industries.

AppliAnces
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•	 The profile is made of anodized extruded aluminium alloy. it 

has a reduced width (50 mm) which allows for a 2% increase 

of the filtering surface as against a profile of 60 mm. it is 

equipped with a lower cable in which it is possible to hook, 

by means of hammer-head screws, walls, tear-drop lamps, 

ionizers, and other objects that are to be assembled under 

the ceiling. if necessary, the lower cable can be closed with a 

additional profile available as an option

•	 Connections: in zinc alloy/die-cast aluminium, painted in 

epoxy-polyester, aluminium grey colour. The cross-shaped 

connections are designed to house sprinklers and other 

instruments that can also be installed later on after mounting 

the false ceiling: the cross-shaped connection/sprinkler 

head, available as an option, is approved by factory mutual. 

additional instruments can also be passed through the linear 

connections.

•	 Blank panels available in two options:

•	 simple: made of white powder painted aluminium sheet.

•	 Walkable: composed of pre-painted aluminium sheets and 

honeycomb panel in between.

•	 Gel form a perfect, durable, self sealing, non toxic and non-

contaminating seal. it does not support biological growth 

and has zero off-gassing. This means that contaminates such 

as silicones, phthalate esters  or other known or suspected 

compounds will not exist in gel.

components’ 
description



Slot closure profile

anodised aluminium profile for 

closure of the slot of the profile: 

click-in insertion.

Profile for plenum

Profile in anodised aluminium to 

support the housing surrounding 

the plenum.

Wall clamping track

Double clamp-fastened profiles 

in anodised extruded aluminium, 

fixed to the filter-holder grid by 

hammerhead screws.

Teardrop light

Teardrop light with aerodynamic 

profile specially designed for 

use in controlled contamination 

environments.

Sprinkler head

flexible stainless steel 

braided hose con-

nected to a one-piece 

sprinkler drop with grid 

attachment  and quick 

response sprinkler head.

AdditionAl devices
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instAllAtion tYpoloGies

profile

DRy TigHTness

simPle

DRy TigHTness WeT TigHTness

Walkable simPle Walkable

WeT TigHTness flUsH moUnTing

BlAnk pAnels
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... because technological 
excellence can be 
achieved only in 
contamination-free areas




